S is for shadow.

Shirley gives a puppet show
For kids at all the schools.
At Halloween her puppets
Are goblins, ghosts, and ghouls.

The puppets Shirley uses
Aren’t in the show at all.
Instead you see their shadows,
Way high upon the wall.

One of Shirley’s puppets is
A creature, small and lean.
See what Shirley does with him
To make him big and mean!
SHIFTY SHADOWS

What You'll Need:
- pencil
- 1 unsharpened pencil
- blunt-tipped scissors
- paper
- tape
- flashlight
- dark room

1. Draw a small ghost and cut it out.

2. Tape your ghost to the end of a pencil.

3. In a dark room, use your flashlight to make a ghost shadow on the wall.

4. Move the flashlight or the ghost back and forth and see what happens on the wall.